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Abstract - The enterprise systems which runs in the public cloud environment are beyond the control of 
the users. However, the traditional access control methods which will be executed by the reference monitors 
on cloud server will not be trusted in future. Hence to protect the outsourced data an efficient method which 
will be used is self-contained scheme. This method will be developed by integrating the Role based access 
control with Cipher text policy attribute-based encryption which supports the fine-grained access policy. 
In this paper a security scheme is proposed and which protects the enterprise system called E_RBAC.  The 
decryption and access control are enforced by CPABE and the authentication are done in the data. The 
experimental result shows the E_RBAC maintains efficiency, security of the data and the access control 
will get improved.  

Keywords: Cloud computing; Self-contained method; Cipher text policy attribute-based encryption; Role based 
access control. 

1. Introduction 

Cloud severs are used by enormous number of organizations and enterprises as system platform. Now a days the 
enterprise systems use Role based access control (RBAC) methods for access control. But when apply it in the 
cloud system a severe security problem is available in this method. For authorization the classic RBAC method 
use reference monitors that runs on the data servers. However, by default for enterprise domain the cloud server 
is out of control and it will be considered as the untrusted. Hence the major challenge for the enterprise system is 
a data protection method. 

Currently, to ensure the data security the primary method used in the cloud server is encryption. C. S. Alliance 
[1] proposed an efficient method to increase the data security by encrypt the data in both transit and cloud storage. 
D. Bonch et. al. [2] proposed classic encryption method in which the data confidentiality is ensure, whereas the 
efficient access control cannot be enforced. The data itself achieve the access control and the confidentiality rather 
than untrusted cloud. To ensure the own security an efficient method that is used is self-contained method. To 
satisfy the self-contained protection method the method RBAC or classic public encryption or combining both 
methods [3]-[5] are used because of the following reasons. 

 RBAC describes the access control for the full enterprise data rather each data. It defines the roles of the user 
and assigns these roles to the user. RBAC targeting integrity control of data rather than security requirement 
for each data.  

 RBAC is implemented by using the reference monitors and runs on data servers since the cloud server is not 
the trusted one. 

       Self-contained protection is supported by attribute-based encryption (ABE) [6]. In ABE, the cipher text and 
the user private key are related with attributes. When the user private key attribute and the cipher text attribute are 
matched the decryption will be done successfully. By this way both access control and encryption are achieved 
simultaneously in ABE and it has two variants namely cipher text-policy ABE (CP-ABE) and key-policy ABE 
(KP-ABE). In CP-ABE the there is a relationship between private key with attribute set and also cipher text with 
access policy [7]. In KP-ABE the concept is reverse ie., there is a relationship between cipher text with attribute 
set and also private key with access policy [8]. Whereas CP-ABE is suitable for enterprise environment and a 
suitable scheme for the implementation for self-contained protection. 

ABE will enforce access control but in is not suited with RBAC since its role inheritance cannot support. Zhu 
et. al. [9] proposed a new method that attribute hierarchy is added with ABE scheme. In this method every role is 
mapped with several attributes which depends on migration policy. To provide the access control flexible the 
attributes which contain complex operators like NOT operator are useful. But no solution is achieved by this 
method.  
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In this paper, a self-contained method is implemented and which will protect the enterprise data in the cloud. This 
method has an added protection with existing RBAC method. The user can allow to specify the required policies 
to each object. In this approach the data can ensure the security of its own by using access control and encryption 
and not depends on server. This paper provides a flexible access model which protects the data in the cloud under 
the data control. Here we integrate RBAC with CP-ABE and the scheme called E_RBAC.  

 The access policy is specified to individual data object using RBAC method. Enhanced RBAC (E_RBAC) 
method is proposed to secure individual data object. The self-contained data protection is achieved. In 
E_RBAC it contains environment and user attributes constraint which contains the contextual information 
about the authorized user and environment. So, E_RBAC is fine grained and expressive access control.   

 Integration of CP-ABE with RBAC which forms E_RBAC and protects self-contained enterprise data. The 
ECP-ABE is extended and supports inheritance and role assignment. A mapping model is presented which 
transform access policy to access tree and with ECP-ABE the data is encrypted. This model leads a fine-
grained access control policy and the access control can be done by itself. 

2. Related Work 
2.1.   Attribute Based Encryption 

The encryption and decryption of data are done by user based on several attributes. In ABE encryption and 
decryption keys are not one to one relationship. The encryption key has corresponded with different decryption 
keys. Sahai and Waters [6] proposed the Fuzzy identified Based Encryption which forms the basis for ABE. Goyal 
et al. [7] introduced KP-ABE by using FIBE as basis and in this method, there is a relationship between ciphertext 
and attribute set and also private key and access tree. Bethencourt et al. [8] proposed BSW scheme and which is 
the first CP-ABE. CP-ABE is the reverse of KP-ABE. In this case ciphertext is having the relationship with access 
tree and private key with attribute set. The ABE is based on tree structure which is expressive. ABE supports 
threshold operators, AND and OR operations. Threshold (m, n) indicates the solution should satisfy m constraints 
in overall n constraints.  

Cheung and Newport [10] proposed CP-ABE scheme that support policies with NOT operator and referred 
as CN. CN expression is not sufficient since it supports only AND and NOT operations. T. Nishide et al. [11] 
propose a new method that achieve the hidden access policy and by using CN various goals such as constant 
ciphertext [12], constant secret key [13] are achieved. Junod and Karlov [14] proposed attribute-based broadcast 
encryption (ABBE) which supports AND, NOT and OR operations. Ostrovsky et al. [15] proposed non monotonic 
access policy which supports AND, NOT, OR and threshold operations. Policies with comparison operators will 
be frequently used in most practical applications. The above schemes support NOT operator and cannot able to 
handle comparison operator. In case of comparison operators, the numerical values are represented as binary form 
and it is difficult while using in practice.  

Zhu et al. [16] proposed a comparison-based encryption (CBE) that express many comparison policies and 
NOT operations are not supported by it. Lang et al. [17] [18] proposed Extended CP-ABE (ECP-ABE) and it is 
an expensive method. By extending the leaf nodes all kinds of arithmetic comparison and logical operators are 
supported by access tree. The operators include AND, NOT, >, ≥, <, ≤, OR and threshold. ECP-ABE support 
policies which contains all operators simultaneously. Waters [19] presents functional encryption method whereby 
the access policy is expressed by using the regular language. In this approach it has start and accept state and if 
the string is transit from start to accept state using transit function then the decryption is successful. 

2.2.   Integrating Cryptography with RBAC 

Ferraiolo and Kuhn [20] proposed RBAC model in 1992 and widely studied in mid 1990s. It introduces the roles 
of the user for the permissions. Users are assigned by their role so they got permission which is assigned by their 
roles and it is the simple permission model. Nowadays it is widely used for the access control. RBAC achieves 
the requirement for both mandatory access control (MAC) and discretionary access control (DAC). 

Crampton [21] introduced new RBAC policies which use the partial relation and policies are described. In 
this method the RBAC policies are transformed into information flow and it enforces cryptography into RBAC 
and construct cryptographic RBAC policy. Zhu et. al. [3]-[5] implements a new model called role-key hierarchy 
model (RKH) which contains cryptographic RBAC policy that supports role hierarchy. In this method the user 
key are assigned to each role and if satisfies the correspondent key the user can decrypt the data. The private keys 
are maintained by the user. So managing the key is a burden for the users when many roles are assigned to them. 

To protect the data in the public cloud RBAC is combined with the ABE method and data will be protected 
based on ABE method using RBAC. In this method the role is mapped with attributes Zhou et. al. [22] implements 
role-based encryption (RBE) method that combines RBAC and CP-ABE which secure public cloud data storage. 
Whereas the role inheritance cannot support by it. The cryptographic role-based access control [23][24] is 
implemented through CP-ABE method. In this method the roles are associated with access tree. The attribute of 
the user must satisfy the role policy tree and then the user will obtain the decryption. The dynamic policies are 
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also done by this method which includes role modifications, file updates and permission. Whereas in this method 
the data owner will have to perform all operations which leads to unrealistic and unsuitable in the public cloud. 

3. Enhanced RBAC Model 

The main role of RBAC is to simplify the management in the user permission. In case of the self-data protection 
the RBAC method describes the access, control policies which supports arbitrary constraints and specific data. 
The access policies are not specified by the data owners for their data at role level but can defines other constraints. 
All the requirement is done by the E_RBAC method. It supports inheritance, role assignment and constraints. In 
E_RBAC each data object is protected and the security requirement is needed to each object.  

3.1.   Construction of E_RBAC 

In case of self-contained protection method for protecting the enterprise data in the public cloud the data has own 
access control policy that has flexible, fine grained and flexible role-based access control. In this method the user 
cannot authorize all by themselves and it still require policy verification. It builds the mechanism so the third party 
sever can be eliminated. Self-protection of the data are achieved by the encryption. The integrity of access control 
and encryption is provided by CP-ABE.  

3.2.   Expressing E_RBAC with ECP-ABE 

To construct the E_RBAC two problems are solved. In the first case the support of ECP-ABE role assignment 
since it includes a role inheritance and expressed as extended attribute. The negative assignment is expressed as 
NOT operator is not suitable for extended node that is express as positive assignment. Expressing an E_RBAC 
access policy using extended tree in ECP-ABE because the policy model of ECP-ABE and E_RBAC is different. 
To solve the above problem, we define a threshold value in ECP-ABE and supports role assignment. A policy 
mapping is presented which will transform E_RBAC model to extended access tree. 

3.2.1.  Support role assignment 

To implement the support role assignment in E_RBAC there is an improvement in policy expression of ECP-
ABE. The threshold k in the node is extended and redefined for various requirements. So ECP-ABE is extended 
by assigning k different value.  

3.2.2.  Map E_RBAC with ECP-ABE access control tree 

A mapping model is presented to transform E_RBAC access policy to ECP-ABE access tree. When the value of 
k>0 it indicates the threshold value of leaf node or internal node. If k<0 it indicates the operators. 

The rules for mapping are as follows 

(1) The environment constraint, user constraint and role assignment of E_RBAC corresponds to leaf nodes in 
ECP-ABE access tree and is shown in figure 1. The role inheritance is involved by role assignment and 
expressed in the form of extended leaf node. If the complex operator is included in environment and user 
constraint then it is expressed in the form of extended leaf node else it is expressed in leaf node. 

(2) The AND, OR and threshold are the logical combination of E_RBAC role assignments, environment and user 
constraint which is in internal nodes of access tree. 

The access policy of E_RBAC is explained as follows: 

Policy(dx) = (( role = sales – employee OR  

        (role != product – employee AND  

         security – level ≤ 5))        AND  

         10:00 ≥ time ≥ 12:00 

In the internal nodes the AND and OR symbols are expressed. The constraints role = sales – employee OR role 
!= product – employee is the role assignment and considered as the extended leaf node. The constraints security 
– level ≤ 5 and 10:00 ≥ time ≥ 12:00 indicates comparison operator and also considered as the extended leaf node. 
The E_RBAC maps the access tree is shown in the figure 1 and the symbols Ʌ and V represents AND and OR 
respectively. 
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Figure 1. E_RBAC access control tree 

3.3. E_RBAC Verification 

ECP-ABE cannot have the ability for handling role inheritance. To overcome this limitation the attribute 
verification is modified during the key generation. The following algorithm explains the concept of verification. 
The attribute tree is added with the user information and the SKG maintains the copy of the attribute tree. In each 
role some operations are performed. Operator “=” checks the role of the user is equal to r in the attribute tree and 
if it is true it returns the attribute. If the operator “!=” then the SKG checks the role of the user is not equal to r. If 
the condition does not satisfy it returns the value null. Finally, PKG retrieves the attributes that is used for the 
generation of the secret key. 

Input   : Attribute Name, Value and Operator 

Output: Group of String 

Step 1: Expression expr(AN,AO,AV) retrieved from extended leaf node, the value AN, AO, AV denotes the name, 

            operator and value of the attribute. 

Step 2: The attribute set W is traverse and the produces the name of the attribute AN and value V’. 

Step 3: Let AVsize and AOsize denotes the size of array AV and AO respectively. 

Step 4: if AN== “role” then AOsize = 1 and AVsize = 1 

 if AO[1] == “=” && V’ ≥ V[1] then 

                  convert expr(AN.AO.AV) into string AS == AV[1] 

 return AS; 

 else if AO[1] == “!=” &&V’ ≤ V[1] then 

                   convert expr(AN.AO.AV) into string AS != AV[1] 

 return AS; 

 else null; 

 end if 

              else if AOsize ==1 && AVsize == 1 then 

      Evaluate expr(AV’.AO[1].AV[1]); 

               if expr(AV’.AO[1].AV[1]) is TRUE then 

                    convert expr(AN.AO.AV) into string AS = “AN. AO[1].AV[1]”; 

 return AS; 

             else null; 

             end if  

             else if AOsize ==2 && AVsize == 2 then 

      Evaluate expr(AV’.AO[1].AV[1]); 
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             if expr(AV’.AO[1].AV[1] .AO[2].AV[2]) is TRUE then 

                   Convert expr(AN.AO.AV) into string AS = “AV’.AO[1].AV[1] .AO[2].AV[2]”; 

              return AS; 

              else null; 

              end if  

              else null; 

              end if 

3.4. E_RBAC Scheme Model 

The E_RBAC is created by integrating the RBAC and ECP-ABE. To protect the data the E_RBAC access policies 
are enforced to the data and the encryption is done by ECP-ABE which is explained in figure 2. It contains the 
following phases. 

Setup: The master key mk and public parameter pk is generated. 

Policy Specify: The access policies are specified by the owner of the data which will enforces the ERBAC rules 
to the data and it is converted to the access tree T*. 

Encryption: The encryption transforms the access tree T* to the normal tree T and encryption is done by using T 
and cipher text CT* is produced which contains T*. 

Key Request: The user sends a SKG to extracted parts and T* is analyzed and the access tree is extracted which 
used to decrypt CT*. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. RBAC-CPABE model 

Decryption: If the E_RBAC access policies of w* are satisfied then the plaintext p is returned. 

Key Generation: The user attributes are verified by SKG by using verification algorithm and finally PKG 
generates secret key skw*, attribute sets w* which corresponds to w*. 

In E_RBAC method the RBAC access policy is used by the user. Depending on the mapping model the 
E_RBAC is transform to ECP-ABE access tree. Data access contains two process which includes decryption and 
secret key request. The both processes are performed in the decryption module. To get the secret key the 
decryption sends all the leaf nodes in the access tree to the SKG and it keeps the user information and inheritance 
tree. By using the attribute verification method, the SKG verifies the roles and user attribute with extended 
attributes which generates the secret key and sends to the user. If the role of the user, environment information 
and instric attributes satisfies the E_RBAC policy. Then the cipher text is successfully decrypt by the user.  
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4. Implementation Details 

The implementation framework is based on the E_RBAC model having three phases: SKG, encryption and 
decryption. In case of the enterprise data it has large amount of data so leads to computational burden. So, the 
efficiency will be reduced. To avoid this situation the User Authority (UA) is introduced and it did the work of 
SKG. In this model the sender signs a message and the signature is verified by the receiver for the respond to the 
user. To verify and sign the identity the IBE scheme is used. The frame work has three phases namely cloud server 
which stores the enterprise data, authorized users in the group and trusted servers which manages user attributes 
and secret key generation.  

4.1. Encryption 

The access policies are defined by the data owners and the data will be encrypted before publishing the data into 
the cloud server. The data is used by the data owner and the E_RBAC access control policy is given as input. The 
access control policy method is mapped with the access tree. Then by using the encryption and signature module 
the user data is encrypted by hybrid encryption and IBE secret key. AES encryption and E_RBAC method is used 
to encrypt the user data and the AES secret key respectively using access tree. The AES and E_RBAC cipher text, 
signature and access tree is outsourced to the public cloud. 

4.2. Decryption 

Access control is achieved by using decryption and it contains two steps namely data decryption and secret key 
application. By using E_RBAC secret key application leaf nodes in the access tree are extracted. The extracted 
information is sent to UA with the user identity which forms a request for the E_RBAC secret key. After the 
message is received from UA the signature is verified with authentication module by the receiver and extracts the 
private key. If the user attribute satisfies access control policy then the E_RBAC cipher text is decrypted and get 
the private key and the data is decrypted. 

4.3. User Attribute 

The UA will authenticate user attribute by creating SKG and generate secret keys. When the UA receives the data 
it first checks the authentication of the user by using authentication module. If the message is valid the request 
type is analyzed by the UA ie., E_RBAC secret key or IBE secret key request. If it is for IBE secret key the user 
identities are extracted by UA and sends to SKG through IBE secret key module. If it is for E_RBAC secret key 
the user identity is extracted through management module and E_RBAC secret key application verifies the 
attribute set with inheritance tree and user information which generates attribute set and send to SKG and the user 
secret key is generated.  

4.4. Secret Key Generation 

SKG generates secret key which is used for encryption and decryption. By using the management module and 
authentication module SKG verifies whether the data is receiver from the authorized user or not. If it is a valid 
user the secret key is generated by SKG using IBE secret key generation or E_RBAC secret key generation. In 
E_RBAC the signed secret key to the UA which verifies the SKG validity and returns to the user. 

5. Performance Evaluation 

ECP-ABE has proven the security against the CPA. In ECP-ABE the E_RBAC introduce the security problem. 
First attribute ai in ECP-ABE will apply for private key and not included in access tree. In E_RBAC method the 
adversary A challenges DC-RBAC policy S instead extended tree T*.  Ensuring E_RBAC security it should 
modify the restriction. Second, before encryption the DC-RBAC method is mapped with extended tree and we 
have to check whether any security risk is introduced in mapping process. 

The security is analyzed by the following ways. 

(1) In first problem the access policy S in DC-RBAC is challenges with A, A cannot able to decrypt the cipher 
text since the attributes w is used to get private key in the restriction ai Є S the constraint and role assignment 
which includes complex operators are not satisfied. So, the attributes in the extended leaf node in T* are not 
satisfied. Therefore, the variation in the access control policy will not affect security. 

(2) The access control policy S maps with the extended leaf T* which is visible with A. So, the attack probability 
of A will not increase when compare with ECP-ABE method.  

The efficiencies in CP-ABE and ECP-ABE are nearly same and the encryption and decryption used in ECP-
ABE and E_RBAC are same. The main difference between ECP-ABE and E_RBAC and the additional overhead. 
In the encryption the DC-RBAC access control policy are mapped to the ECP-ABE extended tree. In the key 
generation the extended attribute generation and verification are associated with the role inheritance. 

In this experiment the efficiency of classical BSW, ECP-ABE and E_RBAC are compared. Three policy 
group files are taken as test samples. Ten test policy files are available in each group and there are 1 to 10 attribute 
nodes. Group A contains the policies which has standard attributes and used in BSW scheme. Group B contains 
policies which has environment constraints and user attributes which is used in ECP-ABE method. Group C 
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contains policies which has environment constraint, user attributes and role assignment which is used in RBAC-
CPABE method. 

The comparison of efficiency is shown in the figure 3. There are similar results for ECP-ABE and E_RBAC 
in private key, encryption and decryption in time consumption and lower than BSW. In encryption the required 
time to map DC-RBAC access control policy and ECP-ABE access tree structure are small so it will be ignored 
and the verification time needed for extended attributes with the role inheritance does not need extra overhead. So 
the E_RBAC efficiency is good than the ECP-ABE model. The E_RBAC has enhanced access control, high 
flexibility and better hierarchy capability. 

 

a. Encryption 

 

b. Secret key  

 

c. Decryption 

Figure 3. Comparing efficiencies of RBAC-CPABE and BSW models. 

E_RBAC model was created based on ECP-ABE method, ITHJ09 [25]. ECP-ABE use any ABE scheme 
having tree structure. Similarly, E_RBAC model are also based on any ABE scheme that have tree structure and 
we can extend the tree. So, the security is improved with the existing method and more over the efficiency property 
is improved and there is an improvement in the access control methodology. 
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6. Conclusion 

The problem while storing the enterprise data is addressed by E_RBAC model. Based on RBAC model we propose 
extended access control method so that the owner can specify their own RBAC policies to their data object. In the 
case of the role constraints E_RBAC contains environmental and attribute constraint which contains the 
information about the environment and the user information. So, E_RBAC achieves fine grained and flexible 
access control. To construct self-data protection E_RBAC is merged with ECP-ABE which forms a policy 
mapping method. The experimental analysis and the security analysis define E_RBAC is not having the security 
risk and computational overhead when compared with CP-ABE model and the access control is also improved. 
Hence to achieve an efficient outsourced enterprise data protection in the public cloud is done by E_RBAC model. 
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